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 Get easy access to a customized collection of international 
treatises.

The global marketplace continues to expand. That means 

you need an authoritative information source to help you 

grasp complex laws from around the world – and do it as 

efficiently as possible. All International Treatises on 

Westlaw® gives General Counsel and corporate law 

departments the ability to easily and quickly search 

multiple sources to find information you need.

Take advantage of global resources, all in one place.

Our comprehensive collection of influential treatises is 

written by highly renowned experts in the international 

community. You can search for specific content or browse 

a wide variety of topics ranging from employee relations 

to Internet-related issues, across multiple jurisdictions.

Key content you need.

The International Contract Manual provides corporate 

counsel practitioners like you with everything you need to 

know when facing international contract situations. 

Coverage of key issues regarding forming contracts with 

international business partners ranges from antitrust and 

anti-bribery issues to export control and trade.

International Arbitration is your resource for information 

related to cross-border disputes and international 

relationships, including:

• Understanding Transnational Commercial Arbitration

• Law and Practice of Export Trade

• Alternative Dispute Resolution Practice Guide

• Commercial Arbitration 

• Comparative Law of International Arbitration

• Handbook of ICC Arbitration, 2d

Intellectual Property content covers all major international 

treatises and cutting-edge topics in the area of 

international intellectual property law, including:

• Eckstrom’s Licensing in Foreign & Domestic Operations: 

Joint Ventures

• Patents Throughout the World

• Trademarks Throughout the World

• Copyright Throughout the World

Corporate Counsel’s Guide to… is a series written by 

experts well-versed in the myriad of issues involved in 

doing business in key international markets, including:

• Economic Sanctions & Embargoes

• Doing Business in China

• Doing Business in India

• Doing Business in Russia

• Corporate Counsel’s Guide to Documenting 

International Transactions

• Corporate Counsel’s Guide to Export Controls, 2d

• Corporate Counsel’s Guide to Importing Under the U.S. 

Customs Laws

• Corporate Counsel’s Guide to International Antitrust

• Corporate Counsel’s Guide to International Distribution 

& Licensing

Thomson Reuters Westlaw Advantages

• Dramatically improved search with WestSearch®, the 

world’s most advanced legal search engine. Simply 

navigate to the International page from your Westlaw 

home screen, and all search queries will be performed 

separately from U.S. content

• Browse the International Materials Table of Contents 

and search specific chapters or sections

• Organize more efficiently by dragging and dropping 

documents into research folders, highlighting text, and 

adding notes. Create a personalized research page 

using the new Custom Pages enhancement for easy 

access to the materials you use most.

For a complete list of included content, contact your 

Thomson Reuters sales representative. 
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To order or for more information, contact 

your representative at 1-800-762-5272.


